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The purpose of this paper is to generalize some results of [l], one of which 
extends a theorem of [23 for linear stochastic programming. 
In [l], certain constraints are imposed on the variables. We express these 
in a form which permits us to treat a more general case. We also get rid of 
the assumption that the (upper or lower) bound of the functions are attained. 
Finally, instead of dealing with R*, (where R denotes the set of real numbers), 
we often deal directly with abstract vector spaces. 
We also cite some papers of A, Madansky and G. B. Dantzig (cf. [3-51) 
on linear stochastic programming, which are related some of our results. 
The present communication consists of two parts, the first of them is 
concerned with the deterministic case, and the second with the random 
case. We specify that all the functions considered in the following are suppo- 
sed to be finite valued. 
PART I: DETERMINISTIC CASE 
I. Let V and r be two real vector spaces. Their abelian group symbols 
for combination of elements are noted indifferently +, and their external 
composition with elements h of a scalar field, multiplicatively (that is to say 
(h, X) -+ AX). Let W be a convex subset of I?. 
Let w,,, be a family of subsets of V. In other words, for all b E W, 
B, C V. 
We shall say that the family {Bb)BEw verifies the hypothesis (HI) if for each 
z1 in BeI , z, in BbP , and h in [0, l] we have 
AZ, + (1 - 3 zz E &o,+wN, . 
We shall adopt the following notations: 
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If V = V, x Va is product of two real vector spaces Vi and V, , 
Proj “I (Bb) = {x E V, 1 3y E Va such that (x, y) E B,,). 
We shall write also 
We give now some elementary properties of the family {Bb}&a, S 
PROPOSITION I-l. Under (H,), the family {Bb}kW has the following prop- 
erties: 
(i) For each b E W, B, is a convex subset of V. 
(ii) For each convex subset I of W, u,, B, is a convex subset of V. 
(iii) IfBbl n &+ #.d, and if x E Proj V, (Bbl n BbJ [or Proj “, (Bbl n BbJ,, 
then y1 E Brl and yz E Bb”p * AY, + (1 - 4 yz E BhI+~,-~) bl . 
(iv) For each xi and ~a E Vr (or Va), yi E Btl and ys E BP 
* xy, + (1 - A) ya E @bz~+(l-A)z% 
In particular, if B? n BP # 4, then y E B> n B2 => y E B$~+fl-~% 
The proof of these properties is trivial, and may be omitted. 
PROPOSITION I-2. Let us suppose that the family {Bb},, satisfies (Hi). 
Let f be a real valued convex function defined on V. Then 
is a real valued convex function defined on W. 
PROOF. First, let us consider the case where the infimum is reached. We 
can write Min instead of inf. 
= W(Zl) + (1 - 4fW, 
where z1 and ze are the points for which the minima are attained, 
3f(h + (1 - q zz), since f is convex. 
But, under (Hi), 
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hence 
If the infimum is not reached, we have: for each c > 0, 32, E Bbl and z2 E BP+ 
such that 
Then, we have, for each F > 0, 
AC@,) + (1 - A) or&) > o(Xb, + (1 - A) b,) - E. 
But E > 0 is arbitrary small, so that we have finally 
w5) + (1 - 4 4%) >, 4% + (1 - 4 b,). 
We examine now another situation, where we use only the convexity 
of B,. 
PROPOSITION I-3. Let b E W be fixed. Let I’ = Vr x I’, be product of 
two real vector spaces. Let f be a real valued convex function defined on I’. 
Let us define the real valued function fib, *) on Proj “I (Bb) as follows: if 
x E Proj V, (Bb), then 
Then fib, *) is a real valued convex function of X. 
PROOF. The proof is the same as that of Proposition I-2. For every 
c > 0, 3y, E B? and yz E B%o such that 
~~~~~f(~l,y)+(1--)~~~*f(SZ’Y)+.=~f(~l,Y1)+(1-~)f(r2,Y2) 
b 
>,f(~,+(l--r\)x,,~Yl+(1--h)Y,) 
But 
Ayl + (1 - A) y2 E B~+‘1-A’2z 
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(see Proposition I-l). Therefore, 
f&l + (1 - 4 x2 9 hYl+ (1 - 4Y2) ~,,,i,,~~~i,,, fP1 + (1 - 4x2 , Y) 
b 
Finally, 
h4b9 x1) + (1 - 3 y(4 x2> b I@, hx, + (1 - A) 4. 
II. In this paragraph, let K, m, n be positive integers, m = R”, VI = R”, 
V, = R”, so that I’ = Rm+n. The notation b, > b, means that each compo- 
nent of b, is greater than or equal to the corresponding component of b, . 
Our purpose is to give now an example of the family {Bb}beW. 
Let F be a vector function with domain Rm+n and range Rk. We denote 
by F,(z) the jth component of F(z), j = 1,2, *es, K. We assume furthermore 
that Fj is a real valued concave (resp. convex) function. We know that the 
infimum (resp. supremum) of the family (Fj}j,l,...,k 
inf Fj(.) (resp. sup Fj(*)) 
j=l,...,k j=l,...,k 
is also a real valued concave (resp. convex) function of x E Rm+%. Let us 
denote by b, (resp. bl,) the vector of R”, every component of which is equal 
to the number 
SUP inf F,(z) (resp. inf sup F&))* 
zeRm+lz j=l.....k .eRmfn j=l, . . ..k 
PROPOSITION 11-l. Let F be a function from Rmfn to Rk whose compo- 
nents are real valued concave (resp. convex) functions. Let 
W = {b E Rk 1 b < b,,) (resp. W = (b E Rk 1 b > b,}). 
Then the family {B,},w defined by 
B1, = (2 E Pfn 1 F(z) > b} (resp. B, = {z E Rm+n 1 F(z) < b}) 
verifies the hypothesis (Hi). 
PROOF. We consider only the case where Fj is concave (the proof for 
the other case is the same). If F(z,) > b, and F(z,) 2 b, , then 
F(h, + (1 - 4 ~2) 2 W4 + (1 - 4FC32) 
> hb, + (1 - A) b,. 
We consider only the b’s which are elements of W, because B, = 4 for every 
b $ W. 
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In a more special case, let (x, y) E R” x R”, b E Rk, and let A, and A, be 
respectively K x m and k x II matrices. Then Bb = {(x, y) / A,x + 4,y 3 b} 
verifies (Hr). This kind of constraints is used in [2-51. 
We examine now Mangasarian and Rosen’s problem, which we consider 
as a particular case of paragraph I. This problem consists of minimizing 
p)(x) + 3(y), where x and y are subject to the constraints g(x) + h(y) 3 6. 
We have the following results 
PROPOSITION 11-2. (Corollary of Proposition I-2). Let y be convex 
function from Rm to R, and I/ be another one from Rn to R. Let g and h be 
functions respectively from Rm and Rn to Rk, where we suppose the compo- 
nents to be real valued concave functions. Let 
B, = {(x>Y> I g(x) + h(y) 3 ‘2. 
Then 
is a real valued convex and continuous function on W. where 
W = {b E R” 1 b < b,,} 
and 
b, = sup inf gi(x) + sup 
zEp jd,.“,k yERn i&!.*k ho)- 
PROOF. We notice that {B,},, in this proposition satisfies (H,), because 
g(x) + h(y) is a particular case of F(x) in Proposition II-l, where x = (x, y). 
Similarly, dx> + $(Y) is a particular case of f(z), a convex function of 
z = (x, y). We have only to use Proposition I-2. 
In the same way, we obtain the 
PROPOSITION 11-3. (Corollary of Proposition I-3). v, #, g, h, and W are 
here the same as in proposition 11-2. Let BE = {y / h(y) > b - g(x)>. Then, 
for every b E W, 
is a real valued convex function of x, (x E R”). 
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PART II: RANDOM CASE 
Let us examine now the random case. We refer to [6] for terminology and 
notations. 
III. Consider again I’ = I’, x V, , the product of two real vector spaces. 
Suppose that b is a random variable defined on a basic probability space 
(Q &‘, Pr), whose range is an open parallelepiped WC R”. We denote by b 
the random variable and by b(w) = ,9 its value corresponding to w E Q. How- 
ever, we have sometimes to deal with the function a[b(w)]; we consider 01 
as a function of b when no confusion is possible. 
Let TV be the probability law of the random variable 6. For each Bore1 
subset A of W, we have 
Pr [b-l(A)] = p(A) and p(W) = 1. 
What is the meaning of the hypothesis (HI) in the present case ? We can 
suppose that for each wr and w2 E J2, and for each h E [0, 11, 
In other words, setting bi = b(wJ, we establish the link with $ I. We shall 
therefore identify the above hypothesis with (HI). 
When we have a realization b(w) of the random variable b, the stochastic 
problem becomes a deterministic one. 
What should be done if b is unknown? If the probability law ~1 of b is 
known, a natural idea is to make use of the mathematical expectation of b, 
Eb = 1, b(w) dPr (0) = j,kW@) 
which we suppose to be finite. 
One may also consider Em(b). 
But we can also use the solution, called “two-stage solution” which 
consists of: fixing x E V, , then computing the mathematical expectation 
of ir&qf(x, r), and finally taking the infimum with respect to x of 
E inL$(x, 39. 
This delicate problem is only possible under certain hypotheses. 
These diverse solutions of the random case lead us to the problem of 
comparing them. 
First, let us introduce another hypothesis which is useful. 
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HYPOTHESIS (Ha). Consider the case where W is an open parallelepiped 
c R”, and V = V, x I’, . Let V,* = nSEwProjV1 (BP). We say that the 
family PGpEW verifies (Ha) if V,* # +. 
We have the following result, which reminds us a theorem of Madansky 
for linear programming (cf. [2]). 
PROPOSITION III-l. Suppose that b : (a, &, Pr) + IV, and that 
v = v, x v, . 
(i) Under (H,), 
(ii) Under (Hr) and (Ha), 
4W < E tzi$B .f(x, Y) < $$ E $ic f(x, Y) < J%& xEb)y 
’ b 1 b 
the last expression has a meaning only if xEb E V,*, where xEb denotes the 
point x (if it exists) for which inftO,ll)EBEbf(X, y) is attained. 
PROOF. (i) We have seen, under (Hi), that 01 is a real valued convex 
function of b. Here, b(w) E W, which implies that OL is also continuous (since 
W is a open set, therefore identical with its interior). So that a o b is thus a 
random variable (&‘-measurable function) from (s2, &, Pr) to R. The first 
part of the proposition is proved by using Jensen’s inequality (cf. [6, p. 1591). 
Then cu(Eb) < Em(b). 
(ii) Let x E V,*. Under (Ha), for each w E Q, 3 at least one y such that 
(? Y) E Bb(w) - On the other hand, according to Proposition I-l, the sets 
Bt satisfy (Hr) for every x E Vc; this proves that inf,,,;f(x, y) is a real valued 
convex and continuous function of b. Hence, we see that inf,,g,f(x, y) is a 
real valued random variable (&-measurable function of w) defined on 
(Q, .d, Pr). Consequently, 
has a meaning. 
Now, for each w E Sz, 
inf f&y) < ,,sf fb’, Y), for each 
wY)EBb,m) 
x’ E Proj vl tBbd. 
b(O) 
Then 
Ed4 < E $Jh, Y>, for every XE v;, 
b 
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and consequently, 
Let us suppose now that xEO E V,*. For each w E Q, 3 at least one y 
such that (xEb , y) E Bat,, . Then inf,,azEbf(XEb , y) has a meaning. This 
expression is denoted by r(b, xEb) accordiii)to the convention in paragraph I. 
Now, 
is one of the expressions E inf,,,,Jcx, y), for x E Vt. Hence 
Let us introduce now another hypothesis. We recall that WC R”. 
HYPOTHESIS (Hs). The family {Bp}BEw with the partial order relation for 
subscripts 8, is (partially) ordered by inclusion and monotone. 
This hypothesis does not specify whether the family is increasing or 
decreasing. It means that 8’ < j3” => B,. C B,, (or B, 3 Brs). 
PROPOSITION 111-2. Let us suppose that (H,), (Ha), (Ha) are satisfied, 
and that the probability law TV has for support a compact subset A of Rk. 
Then, 3 a value & of the random variable b such that 
(0 
(ii) if 3 another /lb satisfying (i), then BP; C BbG . 
. . 
The solution lnf~z,ar~cB~G~( v;x v2j f(x, y) is called the “fat solution” of the 
two-stage problem. . 
PROOF. First, we recall that A C WC Rk. Since (1 is a compact subset of 
Rk, 3 a smallest parallelepiped, {/? 1 - 00 < & < j3 < FM < + m}, C W 
and 3 A. If {Bp)Scw is a (partially) increasing family (in the sense of (Ha)), we 
take for /3, the vector &; if {BBjBEW is a decreasing family, we take for & the 
vector PM. For every /3 E A, B, 3 B, . Then, for every w E b-l(d), 
B b(w) 3 BP, . Hence, 
G 
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for every x: E I’,* and every w E b-l(A). Consequently, for every w E VT, 
Finally, 
,j$ E‘ j$ f(x, Y> < inf 
1 b (2,Y)qQ(v*x y 1 ftX, y). 1 2 
We notice that we can, of course, substitute for the hypothesis of the com- 
pactness of A, weaker one: If the family {BB}BEw is (partially) decreasing (in 
the sense of (Ha)), 3 a least upper bound PM of A such that /3M E W; if the 
family {B,},, is increasing, 3 a greatest lower bound /3m of A such that 
/Im E W. We notice finally that A, by definition, is always a closed set of the 
topological space W. But it can be an open set of R”, since W is itself an 
open set of Rk. We imposed the restriction /3M E W or & E W precisely to 
avoid this case. 
In the following, we suppose that V, = Rm and I’, is a real vector space. 
We denote by x the column vector whose elements are xi , ..., x,; by (x)’ 
the transpose of X; by (a/&c) H(x) th e column vector whose elements are 
(qax,) f&4, **-> (a/&,) H(x) where H(X) is a real valued differentiable 
function of x. 
PROPOSITION 111-3. Suppose that Vi = R”. Under (Hi), (Ha), (Ha), 
if xEb exists and E I’,*, and if Ey(b, a) as function from V,* to R is differentiable 
at the point x = xEb , then 
where 4 is the point x E V,* (if it exists) for which infisy* E infyeBZ 
attained. 
1 bf(%Y) is 
PROOF. The BP’s being convex in V, the sets Projv,(BB) are also convex 
in VI. Then V,* = n pwProjr,l (B,) is convex in V, (which is C R”). We 
have seen that &3, *) is a real valued convex function of x, for every fixed 8. 
Then .& YV+), 4 dP r w is a real valued convex function of x, which we ( 1 
denote by H(x). We have only to write 
wq - ff(x,,) > (2 - 4’ . ;xw%b), 
a well-known inequality for convex differentiable functions. 
IV. We have examined the random scheme in the general case. Let us 
consider now the particular case as follows: VI = R”; V, = Rn and 
B, = {z E Rm+” 1 F(x) >, /3} (resp. B, = {x E Rm+n 1 F(x) d /3}) 
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where F is a function from Rm +n to Rk whose components are real valued 
concave (resp. convex) functions; W is defined here as in 5 II, 
W = (18 E R” I B < ,%I (rev. W = @ E Rk I B > PA 
where pSr (resp. pIS) is the vector of Rk every component of which is equal 
to the number 
sup inf F,(z) (resp. inf sup FM). 
.zeR”f” j=l.....k .zsR”‘+” j=f.....k 
Let /?* be a vector of Rk whose components are finite numbers of R and 
such that /3, < &, (resp. /?, > &). Let 
(rev. Ws = @ I B > Al). 
Clearly, W, is convex and C WC Rk. 
We have the following result 
PROPOSITION IV-l. (i) The family {B,},, defined above, verifies (Hi) 
and (Ha). 
(ii) The subfamily {BB}k,,z verifies (H,), (H,) and (Ha). It is the same for 
every subfamily {BB}@,, *, where 4 # W,* is an open parallelepiped C W,. 
* 
PROOF. We consider only the case of F concave (the proof of the convex 
case is analogous). 
(i) For each p and /3” E W such that B’ > /I”, F(z) 3 /3’ a F(z) >/I”, 
that is to say B,. C B,., . Hence (Ha). 
(ii) The family {R8}kr+,, , evidently verifies (Ha). But 
~EW,=+<~~<+~=>B~~B~/ 
And j?* < pS1 => BB, # 4. Thus, finally, we see that &,, BB # 4. The result 
concerning every subfamily {Bp}gEw*, W,* C W, , is obvious. 
We notice finally that, W, and ic beingconwex, (Hi), (H,) and (Ha) are 
all satisfied. 
By Proposition IV-I, we see that all the results of paragraph III are true 
in the present particular case, if b is a random variable from (Q, ~2, Pr) to 
W,*. These particular results are given in [6] in another form. 
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